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Nicola Kent
GRUMPY HAT
Annoyed by his little sister,  
Ravi breaks her toy car in a 
rage and everyone goes to bed 
upset. When Ravi wakes up, 
there’s a bright red grumpy hat 
stuck on his head! And he can’t 
get rid of it, no matter how 
hard he tries . . . 
 
Ravi learns how to swap his 
grumpy hat for happy socks in 
this uplifting story about 
siblings, family life and 
controlling bad moods.

NICOLA KENT worked for ten years as a television producer at the BBC and Channel 4 before 
following her dream of becoming an author and illustrator of children’s books. She was Highly 
Commended in the Macmillan Prize for Illustration in 2016 and won the Independent Bookseller’s 
Best New Illustrator Award 2019.

AUG 2021  
9781839130366  

32pp  
260 x 250mm  

HB  3+
£12.99

MOMOKO ABE is a self-taught illustrator based in London. She grew up in Japan, and moved 
to the UK to study filmmaking. She still works in the TV and film industry, whilst pursuing her 
passion for children’s books. Momoko was shortlisted for the World Illustration Award in 2019.

JOSEPH COELHO is a performance poet, children’s author, playwright and winner of the 
Centre for Literacy in Primary Education Poetry Award 2015 for his debut poetry collection 
Werewolf Club Rules. He regularly performs poetry for children in libraries across the country.  

Joseph Coelho Fiona Lumbers
LUNA LOVES DANCE
Discover the joy of dancing and  
the importance of family with Luna. 
 
When Luna dances, she feels like the  
world’s volume turns up, like all colours 
brighten, like sunlight sparkles behind every 
cloud. But when she takes her dance exam 
she ducks, dives, spins and . . . falls. Luna 
thinks she can’t be a real dancer now.  
Can Luna’s family convince her otherwise? 
 
Featuring an explosion of colour at the 
carnival on a glorious fold out page.

FIONA LUMBERS moved to London in 2000 to study for an MA in Painting at the Royal 
College of Art. A combination of her obsession with picture books and the arrival of her first son 
led her down the path of illustration and she hasn’t looked back since. 

9781783445950 9781783448654

SEP 2021  
9781839130564 

30pp  
280 x 240mm  

HB  3+
£12.99

Praise for Luna Loves Library Day:
‘A touching reflection on the power of  

reading to bring families together’  
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS



Chris Naylor-Ballesteros
TINY REINDEER
Meet Santa’s smallest helper: 
Tiny Reindeer!  
 
Tiny Reindeer just can’t find 
his place in the busy North 
Pole. Being much smaller 
than the other reindeer, he’s 
not very good at any of the 
jobs Santa gives him. But 
when a letter comes from a 
little girl with a Christmas 
wish to help keep the 
memory of her grandfather 
alive, Tiny knows exactly 
what he needs to do . . . 

CHRIS NAYLOR-BALLESTEROS is an author and illustrator of picture books who was 
shortlisted for the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal in 2020 for The Suitcase. Originally from Yorkshire, 
he now lives in France with his wife and two children.

OCT 2021  
9781839130328  

32pp  
250 x 260mm  

HB  3+
£12.99

Frances Stickley   Lucy Fleming

WHAT WILL I BE?
Even though you might be small,  
if you just believe, you can be 
anything at all. 
 
What do you want to be when you 
grow up? A pirate or a dinosaur 
hunter , an engineer or a doctor? 
Through dressing up and imaginary 
play, there’s nothing these four best 
friends can’t be.

JUL 2021  
9781839130243  

32pp  
280 x 220mm  

HB  3+
£12.99

LUCY FLEMING has been an avid doodler and bookworm since early childhood. She never 
quite grew out of having her head up in the clouds, daydreaming. She now lives and works in a small 
town in England surrounded by farmland and trees, accompanied by a little black cat.

FRANCES STICKLEY is a trained children’s literacy specialist, and winner of the Bloomsbury 
and National Literacy Trust Short Story Prize 2017. She lives with her family in Derbyshire. And 
when she is not writing, you’ll find her in the forest pretending to be a dragon with her daughters. 

PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS



MR BENN 123456789
Mr Benn tries a black and white stripy outfit for 
size, only to find himself magically transported 
into a prison!

MR BENN BIG TOP
As if by magic, Mr Benn finds himself 
transported to the circus when he swaps his 
bowler hat and suit for a clown costume.

David McKee

JUL 2021  
9781839130724 

48pp  
225 x 225mm  

PB  3+
£7.99

‘. . . the very name is enough to induce a warm 
glow of  childish bliss’ TELEGRAPH

CELEBRATE 50 YEARS 
OF THIS TV AND BOOK 
CLASSIC!

JUL 2021  
9781839130731 

48pp  
225 x 225mm  

PB  3+
£7.99

VOTED 6TH  

IN CHANNEL 4’S 

POLL OF THE 100 

GREATEST KIDS  

TV SHOWS.

DAVID MCKEE, creator of Elmer, Not Now, Bernard, Mr Benn and King Rollo is a legend in 
the children’s book world. In 2020 he won Illustrator of  the Year at The British Book Awards 
and the BookTrust Lifetime Achievement Award.

David McKee

Find lots of  colourful 
activities at: Elmer.co.uk

ELMER AND THE BEDTIME STORY
It’s bedtime, and Elmer’s looking after two baby 
elephants. But how will he get them to sleep? 
 
A brand new Elmer story from master picture book 
maker, David McKee. 

MY FIRST ELMER CHRISTMAS
Discover Christmas with Elmer in this 
festive-shaped board book!  
 
Elmer’s classic Christmas tale has been  
abridged for the very youngest readers  
with sturdy pages for little fingers. 

SEP 2021 
9781839130946 
EBook available

32pp 
275 x 240mm  

HB  3+
£12.99

OCT 2021  
9781839130540 

10pp  
242 x 232 mm  

BB  0+
£7.99

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS



Adam Stower
THE DAY FIN 
FLOODED THE 
WORLD
Fin is extremely forgetful – he 
wears slippers to school and 
comes home without his 
trousers. So it’s no surprise 
when he leaves the tap running 
. . . until it floods the world! 
Who will be outraged, and 
who will be overjoyed? 
 
A fanciful, soggy adventure 
from picture book favourite 
Adam Stower.

ADAM STOWER is an award-winning author and illustrator of both picture books and older 
fiction. His books have been longlisted for the Kate Greenaway Medal, and won the Red House 
Children’s Book Award.

JUL 2021  
9781783446544 

40pp  
280 x 240mm  

HB  4+
£12.99

Michelle Robinson   Jez Tuya
RED LORRY, 
YELLOW LORRY
Join Red Lorry and 
Yellow Lorry on their 
very busy day! They 
must get to the 
construction site, but 
they have a snow-drift, 
a breakdown and a 
speeding tractor to 
contend with along the 
way . . .  
 
This busy story based 
on the tongue-twister is 
bursting with colourful 
trucks, cars, buses, 
helicopters and so 
many more things that 
go! 

SEP 2021  
9781783449415 

32pp  
250 x 260mm  

HB  2+
£12.99

MOMOKO ABE is a self-taught illustrator based in London. She grew up in Japan, and moved 
to the UK to study filmmaking. She still works in the TV and film industry, whilst pursuing her 
passion for children’s books. Momoko was shortlisted for the World Illustration Award in 2019.

JEZ TUYA is a New Zealand-based illustrator and character designer for books and TV. His 
books have been published worldwide. 

MICHELLE ROBINSON is an award-winning author. Her many picture books include Ten Fat 
Sausages, winner of the Laugh Out Loud Book Award and There’s a Lion in my Cornflakes, winner of 
the Sainsbury’s Children’s Book Prize. Michelle is either busy writing, busy performing at book 
festivals, busy delivering virtual school visits, or busy being a mum.  

PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS



Russell Ayto
WILL YOU BE MY FRIEND?
Sometimes it’s hard to make friends, even 
if you’re a really cute bushbaby . . .  
 
Giraffe thinks she’s too small. She’s not 
pink enough for Flamingo. Lion, however, 
thinks she is just right to be his friend. And 
he’d never be so rude as to eat a friend. Is 
Bush Baby very brave, very foolish, or just 
very, very lonely? 

SEP 2021  
9781839130359 

32pp  
240 x 240mm  

PB  3+
£6.99

COWS GO BOO!
On Farmer George’s farm, the pigs  
go ‘oink’, the sheep go ‘baa’, and cows go . . .  
wait, where did all the cows go? These 
cheeky cows have taken to sneaking up on 
Farmer George and shouting ‘BOO!’ Luckily, 
George knows just how to put his impolite 
herd to good use . . .  
 
This fun twist on an animal noise book is 
guaranteed to get children giggling!

Steve Webb   Fred Blunt

JUL 2021 
9781839130236 
EBook available

32pp 
260 x 250mm  

PB  2+
£6.99

Allison Wortche   Andrés Landazábal

Davina Bell   Jenny Løvlie

DEC 2021  
9781839132124  

32pp  
244 x 244mm  

PB  3+
£7.99

HOW TO BE A REAL BALLERINA
From Davina Bell and Waterstones Award-
winning illustrator of The Girls, Jenny Løvlie,  
comes a beautifully empowering and inclusive 
picture book perfect for any aspiring dancer.

There is a lot to learn about 
being a ballerina. If you fall 
over, don’t panic. You don’t 
have to be perfect! But when 
you walk out on the stage, it 
will feel like magic and 
fireworks and Christmas-
tree lights in your tummy, 
and you’ll know that no matter 
what, you’re a real ballerina.

AUG 2021  
9781839131882  

32pp  
254 x 254mm  

PB  3+
£7.99

OLIVER’S LOLLIPOP
Learn to live in the moment with  
Oliver and his little brother Louis. 
 
Oliver gets the most amazing lollipop on 
his birthday trip to the zoo, and it’s all he 
can think about. There are lions, pandas 
and toucans, and Oliver sees none of 
them. It’s down to his little brother to help 
him realise there’s much more to enjoy  
if he can just live in the moment.

PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS



Geraldine McCaughrean   Peter Malone Clare Helen Welsh   Laura Barrett
SCISSORELLA:  
THE PAPER PRINCESS
A beautiful retelling of the 
Cinderella story with a feminist 
twist, inspired by the life and work 
of film director and pioneer of 
silhouette animation, Lotte Reiniger. 
 
Lotte doesn’t believe in happy 
endings. She lives with her horrible, 
bossy sisters and her only friends are 
the exquisite cut-out paper puppets 
she makes by the light of the moon. 
But when an invitation to the Palace 
Spring Ball arrives on their doorstep, 
Lotte sees her chance to change her 
life for ever . . . 

With peep-through fold out palace 
windows that reveal a spectacular 
ballroom scene. 

OCT 2021  
9781839130281  

32pp  
280 x 240mm  

HB  4+
£12.99 NOV 2021  

9781783448944  
32pp  
300 x 225mm  

HB  4+
£12.99

PETER MALONE has worked for many years as a successful children’s illustrator and is published 
worldwide. He has also worked on commissions from the New Yorker, and on Christmas stamps for 
the Royal Mail. He works in gouache and watercolour. 

LAURA BARRETT is an illustrator inspired by the darker side of folk and fairy tales, who 
specialises in the medium of traditional Scherenschnitte (paper cutting). Laura works from her 
home studio in South East London.

GERALDINE MCCAUGHREAN has written more than 170 books, published in 61 countries. 
She is a three-time winner of the Whitbread/Costa Children’s Book Award and a double 
Carnegie Medal winner.   

CLARE HELEN WELSH is a primary school teacher and picture book writer based in Devon. 
In 2013, she won The Margaret Carey Scholarship for Picture Book Writers and she received 
Silver Medal at The Greenhouse Funny Prize 2014.  

A TALE OF TWO 
DRAGONS
Two kingdoms, two dragons 
– which side will win, or will 
peace prevail? A timely story 
with a classic feel. 
 
The kingdoms of Arbor with its 
lush forests, and Pomosa rich 
with farmland, have no love 
between them, and the 
children have taken to sneaking 
across the borders to thieve. 
If only they would share 
their produce. But the Kings 
decide to fight, instead . . . 
with dragons. But what  
kind of future 
will that bring?

PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS



FERGAL MEETS FERN
In his third story, Fergal’s fiery temper meets  
his biggest challenge yet: a little sister.  
From Waterstones Children’s Book Prize 
shortlisted Robert Starling.  

TWO CAN PLAY
Puss doesn’t like to help Cat with her vegetable 
plot. But Puss does like to eat delicious food, so 
when Cat makes a feast with the harvest, Puss 
wants to share . . . 
 
A wry tale of hard work and reward from rising 
star Margaret Sturton.

SONGS FOR OUR SONS
An uplifting, poetic picture book with an inspirational 
message that speaks of what it means to be raised  
as a boy in this challenging world. 
 
The companion book to Dreams for our Daughters, this 
is a truly stunning gift for children and parents at any 
key life moment, from birth to graduation. 

DUCK AND PENGUIN DO  
NOT LIKE SLEEPOVERS
Betty and Maud are having a sleepover in a 
tent, and Duck and Penguin are coming too. 
Betty and Maud can’t wait! Duck and Penguin 
aren’t so sure . . .  
 
Will Duck and Penguin learn to love sleepovers 
after all? 

Robert Starling

Ruth Doyle   Ashling Lindsay
Julia Woolf

SEP 2021  
9781783449514

32pp  
260 x 250mm    

PB  3+
£7.99

OCT 2021  
9781783448517

32pp  
300 x 225mm    

PB  3+
£7.99

AUG 2021  
9781783449187

32pp  
240 x 240mm    

PB  3+
£6.99

Margaret Sturton

‘Perfect to prompt discussion about the importance  
of  dealing with emotions’ BOOKTRUST

‘A gentle, hopeful dream for  
a kinder world’ KIRKUS 

9781783445905 9781783448494

9781783448869

AUG 2021 
9781783449231 
EBook available

32pp 
270 x 230mm  

PB  3+
£6.99

PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS



WHO MAKES A FOREST?
Who makes a forest? A wizard, a giant, an 
emperor? Come on a walk with Grandpa to 
discover how a forest is made, and see how a 
thousand tiny things can come together to 
change the face of the earth. 
 
This beautiful and poetic picture book features a 
non-fiction section about forests around the 
world and the impact of deforestation. 

Sally Nicholls   Carolina Rabei

OCT 2021  
9781783449200

32pp  
280 x 240mm    

PB  4+
£7.99

VAMPIRE PETER
Peter likes strange food, wears strange clothes and does strange 
things. In fact, Peter is the baddest boy in school, isn’t he? 
 
An insightful story about prejudice, friendship and redemption 
during one truly unforgettable Halloween.

THE MOUSE’S APPLES
Mouse is having a wonderful day: she’s foraged four plump 
apples for her tea! But here comes Bear, and he wants  
every apple for himself. Mouse might have to think  
up a clever trick to teach Bear a lesson in sharing.

Helen Baugh   Marion Deuchars

Frances Stickley   Kristyna Litten

Ben Manley   Hannah Peck

JUL 2021 
9781783448647 
EBook available

32pp  
280 x 240mm  

PB  3+
£7.99

SEP 2021 
9781783449088 
EBook available

32pp  
280 x 240mm  

PB  3+
£7.99

‘Original, memorable,  
and lots of  fun’ 
LOVEREADING4KIDS

‘Fun to read aloud’ 
KIRKUS

THE SPOTS AND THE DOTS
The Spots live on one side of the hill. The Dots live on the other. 
Both are fearful and suspicious of the other. Flip the book upside 
down and choose whether to read from the perspective of  
the Spots or the Dots, right up until the middle, where  
the two communities collide.  

OCT 2021 
9781783449255 
EBook available

32pp  
280 x 220mm  

PB  3+
£7.99

‘A real tour de force and 
great for school 
discussions’  
BOOKS FOR KEEPS

Chris Van Allsburg

SEP 2021  
9781783446827

BOX:150x 
170x80mm

3+
£12.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS:  
CHRISTMAS BOOK & GIFT SET
Rediscover the spirit of Christmas with this  
fun-packed gift set. 
 
Christmas gift box contains: gift edition  
story book, a bell from Santa’s sleigh,  
fold and send letter-to-Santa 
templates, North Pole 
stamp stickers, and  
decorative Polar Express  
stickers to seal your letters.

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS



ZIPPEL: THE LITTLE 
KEYHOLE GHOST
Paul returns home from school one 
day to discover a tiny ghost is living 
in the keyhole of his front door . He 
names him Zippel, and the little 
ghost is curious about everything, 
from food and clothes to how the 
toilet flushes! But Paul’s parents 
want to change the locks – can Paul 
find Zippel a new home in time?

Filled with colourful pictures  
from hugely popular illustrator 
Axel Scheffler.

Alex Rühle   Illustrated by Axel Scheffler

AXEL SCHEFFLER is an award-winning, internationally-acclaimed illustrator of some of the 
most well-loved children’s books, including The Gruffalo. He was born in Hamburg, and moved to the 
UK in 1982 to study illustration. He lives in London with his partner and daughter.

CHRIS MOULD is an award-winning illustrator whose work includes picture books and  
young fiction, animation and satirical cartoons for national newspapers. His recent reimagining of Ted 
Hughes’ The Iron Man was shortlisted for the Kate Greenaway Medal.

SEP 2021  
9781783448449

176pp  
200 x 152mm    

PB 7+
£7.99

ALEX RÜHLE is a renowned journalist and works as a culture editor for Süddeutsche Zeitung. He 
lives in Munich with his family.

Translated by Rachel Ward DRAFT COVER

‘The most exciting book for this age that 
I have read in yonks’ THE TIMES

COUNT
The first young fiction title from  
Carnegie Medal-winner Melvin Burgess.  
 
Brandon is a boaster – he says he is 
brilliant at lots of things. Then he is 
challenged to count up to ten million.  
So Brandon starts: one, two, three . . .  
and before long he is up to one thousand. 
Everyone around him is bewildered and 
annoyed, but Brandon can’t stop counting. 
And then strange, impossible things start 
happening. The numbers are taking over 
everything . . .

Melvin Burgess   Illustrated by Chris Mould

OCT 2021  
9781783449880

176pp  
198 x 129mm    

PB 7+
£6.99

MELVIN BURGESS is the acclaimed and bestselling author of over a dozen YA novels. He is the 
winner of the Carnegie Medal, the Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize and the YA Book Prize Special 
Achievement Award for his seminal novel Junk.  

FICTION FICTION



MERMAID SCHOOL:  
SAVE OUR SEAS!
Marnie Blue is horrified by all the plastic  
rubbish turning up in Mermaid Lagoon.  
It’s causing all sorts of problems and even causing 
harm to the underwater animals. Marnie and her 
friends decide enough is enough and they must 
have a big green clean-up. But just where is all 
the plastic coming from? 
 
Visit mermaidschoolbooks.co.uk  
for lots of fishy fun!

Lucy Courtenay   Illustrated by Sheena Dempsey   

SHEENA DEMPSEY is an Irish illustrator living in Folkestone, Kent. She has illustrated many 
books, including Dave Pigeon, which was shortlisted for the Sainsbury’s Book Award. 

97817834493859781783448302 97817834498979781783448388

Praise for  
Mermaid School:

‘Gorgeous illustrations . . . a perfect 
read for fans of  the Worst Witch’ 

WRD 

‘Will charm young readers who are 
venturing into short chapter books’  

IRISH INDEPENDENT

LUCY COURTENAY has worked on a number of series for young readers, as well as books for 
young adults. When not writing, she enjoys singing, reading, and travelling.

SEP 2021  
9781839130489  

128pp  
198 x 129mm  

PB  7+
£6.99

DAVID ROBERTS worked as a milliner before turning his talents to illustrating children’s books. 
He has gone on to work with some of the finest children’s authors including Julia Donaldson and 
Jacqueline Wilson, and has earned great acclaim for his distinctive style. 

Julian Clary   Illustrated by David Roberts

JUL 2021  
9781839130519

304pp  
198 x 129mm    

HB 7+
£12.99

JULIAN CLARY is a comedian, entertainer and best-selling author. His colourful career has seen 
him win Celebrity Big Brother, become a Sunday Times best-selling novelist, and complete countless 
smash-hit comedy tours.  

978178344729997817834438029781783443055 97817834484189781783445202

Praise for The 
Bolds series:
‘Laugh-out-loud 
funny’ 
INDEPENDENT 

‘Just the ticket for 
lovers of  Roald 
Dahl’ KIRKUS

theboldsbooks.co.uk

THE BOLDS GO GREEN
The Bolds have decided to do their bit for the planet and 
go green. They’re reducing, reusing and recycling  
as much as they can. Not all of their eco-friendly ideas 
are welcome, though – especially when it comes to 
‘watering’ the neighbours’ front garden with wee . . . 
 
An eventful trip to the charity shop leads to a new rescue 
adventure, and an old friend returns with  
an unexpected list of demands. Can the  
Bolds keep their cool as temperatures rise?

FICTION FICTION



MADDY YIP’S GUIDE TO LIFE
A madcap new story from Sue Cheung, 
winner of the Diverse Book Award, filled 
with belly-laughs and packed with drawings!  
 
Maddy Yip is perfectly happy until she 
realises that everyone she knows has a 
talent – except for her! Maddy is 
determined to change that. There are 
disastrous attempts at breakdancing and 
playing the recorder, revolting cakes, and a 
magic disappearing trick that ends up with 
an escaped guinea pig. Will Maddy ever find 
her true calling?

Sue CheungDr John Bradshaw   Illustrated by Clare Elsom
DOGS: UNDERSTANDING 
YOUR VERY BEST FRIEND
Learn about the secret life of dogs from pet 
expert Dr John Bradshaw.  
 
Join Rusty the terrier, as he goes about his 
day with his family. Discover how Rusty sees 
and mostly smells the world around him. 
And find out how Rusty’s 
family make him feel 
loved and safe, 
when he meets 
new people and 
other dogs, or is 
left at home alone.  
  
After a day with 
Rusty, you’ll know 
exactly how to be 
your dog’s best 
friend. 

OCT 2021  
9781839130878  

128pp  
188 x 129mm  

PB  8+
£6.99

SUE CHEUNG was born in the Midlands. At the age of 16 she seized her chance to become an 
artist by winning a scholarship to the London College of Fashion. She now freelances as a designer 
from her home in Bournemouth, where she also writes and illustrates children’s books.

AUG 2021  
9781839130496

256pp  
198 x 129mm    

PB 8+
£7.99

CLARE ELSOM is the creator of young fiction series Horace & Harriet, and she has illustrated 
dozens of other children’s books, including the popular Flying Fergus series written by Olympic 
champion Sir Chris Hoy and Joanna Nadin.

DR JOHN BRADSHAW is a Sunday Times bestselling author and one of the world’s leading 
experts on the behaviour of domestic dogs and cats. For more than two decades he led the 
Anthrozoology Institute, and latterly was also head of animal welfare science at the University of 
Bristol.

FICTION FICTION



ENDLING:  
BOOK THREE: THE ONLY
Acclaimed author Katherine Applegate 
continues her epic middle-grade fantasy 
series in this final instalment of the New 
York Times-bestselling trilogy. 
 
Two mighty armies are preparing for war, 
one led by a murderous great cat and the 
other by a cruel, power-hungry tyrant.  
But a third army is quietly growing, an 
army led by a young girl, an army of 
peace. Can peace prevail over war?

Katherine Applegate

AUG 2021  
9781783449545  
EBook available 

288pp
198 x 129mm

PB 11+
£7.99

Cover Art by Max Kostenko

Praise for the Endling series: 
‘Readers will fall in love with Byx and race with her through 
Nedarra, breathless and eager, thinking deeply all the way’ 

NEW YORK TIMES 

‘A real page-turning adventure’ BOOKTRUST

97817834493929781783449279

Josh Lacey   Illustrated by Beatriz Castro

Praise for the Hope Jones series: 
‘Children will love reading this candid, funny 

and relatable blog . . . the perfect book to 
inspire conversations about activism’ 

BOOKTRUST

9781783448296

HOPE JONES  
CLEARS THE AIR
Hope Jones has already tackled plastic pollution and 
the environmental consequences of the  
food we eat, and now she’s on a mission to  
stop air pollution where she lives.  
 
Hope hates cars – they turn the air brown and 
make everyone sick. Her friend Selma has asthma, 
and Hope’s bogeys are black! Writing on her blog 
and protesting outside her school, Hope is making 
her voice heard. But with adults always so busy,  
can one child really make a difference? 
 
This inspiring series is told in a funny blog format.

KATHERINE APPLEGATE is the author of The One and Only Ivan, winner of the Newbery 
Medal. She lives with her husband (the author Michael Grant, who she co-wrote the Animorphs 
series with) and their two children in Northern California.

JUL 2021  
9781839130526  

176pp  
198 x 129mm  

PB  8+
£6.99

BEATRIZ CASTRO has been drawing and writing stories since she was a little girl. She studied at 
the school of arts in her native town, Logroño in Spain. Since graduating she has been published by 
many international publishing houses and illustrated the cover of bestseller Nevermoor. 

JOSH LACEY is the author of many books for children including The Dragonsitter series and the 
Grk books. He has worked as a journalist and written one book for adults. He lives in London with 
his wife and daughters.

hopejonessavestheworld.com

9781783447695 9781783448371

FICTION FICTION



Yvette Fielding

‘When I grow up I wanna be a ghost hunter!  
After reading this book I now feel fully qualified’ KEITH LEMON 

‘I’m too scared to read this!’ MATT LUCAS

‘Bittersweet perfection’ GUARDIAN, BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR 

‘An engulfing historical novel’ THE TIMES, BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR 

‘A festive classic in the making’ OBSERVER, BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR

THE HOUSE IN THE WOODS
Stranger Things meets Point Horror in the 
first in a brilliant new series from Yvette 
Fielding, British television’s first lady of the 
paranormal. 
  
When three friends decide to play with a 
ouija board in an old abandoned house 
on Halloween, none of them foresees the 
horrors they’re about to unleash. Because 
what starts out as a bit of fun, soon 
transcends into something far more 
terrifying when a distressed and 
determined spirit follows them home. 
Before long the friends are caught up in a 
series of events beyond their wildest 
imaginings and their journey as ghost 
hunters begins.

THE SILENT STARS GO BY
Curl up with this moving historical novel 
set at Christmas from the author of 
Things a Bright Girl Can Do. 
 
When Margot’s fiancé, Harry, was 
reported Missing in Action on the 
Western Front, Margot was left with a 
devastating secret which threatened to 
ruin her life and destroy her family.  
 
Now it’s Christmas 1919, and 
miraculously Harry has returned to  
the village, hoping to see Margot and 
rekindle their romance. But what will he 
do if she tells him the shocking truth?

Sally Nicholls
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YVETTE FIELDING’s decades-long career in television started as the youngest ever Blue Peter 
presenter. She has gone on to create and host the cult paranormal series Ghosthunting With… and 
Most Haunted and has spent many years investigating supernatural activity.

Cover Art by Malgorzata Gruszka

SALLY NICHOLLS is an acclaimed author for children and young people. Her first novel won 
the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize and more recently she was shortlisted for the Carnegie 
Medal, National Book Award, Books Are My Bag Readers’ Award and the YA Book Prize for 
Things a Bright Girl Can Do. 
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CANE WARRIORS
Nobody free till everybody free. 
 
The only life Moa has ever known is toiling 
on a sugar cane plantation, fearing the 
vicious whips of the overseers. Then one 
night he learns of an uprising, led by the 
charismatic Tacky. Moa is to be a cane 
warrior, and fight for the freedom of all the 
enslaved people in the nearby plantations. 
But before they can escape, Moa and his 
friend must face their first great task: to kill 
their overseer, Misser Donaldson. Time is 
ticking, and the day of the uprising 
approaches . . .

This unforgettable novel brings to life the 
true story of Tacky’s War against British 
slavers in Jamaica, 1760.

IN THE WILD LIGHT
I ’ve always loved when the light finds  
the broken spots in the world and makes 
them beautiful. 
 
Cash’s life in his small Tennessee town is 
hard. He lost his mom to an opioid 
addiction and his grandfather’s illness is 
getting worse. His smart but troubled 
best friend, Delaney, is his only salvation.  
 
But Delaney is meant for greater things, 
and she finds a way for Cash to leave 
with her. Will abandoning his old life be 
the thing that finally breaks Cash, or will 
it be the making of him? 

Alex Wheatle Jeff Zentner
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ALEX WHEATLE was born in Brixton to Jamaican parents, and spent most of his childhood in 
a Surrey children’s home. After a short stint in prison following the Brixton riots, he wrote poems 
and lyrics and became known as the Brixtonbard. Alex has won the Guardian Children’s Fiction 
Prize, and was awarded an MBE for services to literature in 2008. In 2020 his life story was 
dramatised in Steve McQueen’s Small Axe series.

Cover art by Althea McNish Cover art by Connie Gabbert

‘The importance of  this book cannot be overstated . . . I saw my ancestors in this book’  
BENJAMIN ZEPHANIAH

‘Passionate, important and Wheatle’s best novel yet’ THE TIMES, BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR

‘Vivid and unforgettable’ OBSERVER, BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR

‘Zentner’s writing always smashes our hearts into a thousand 
pieces but in the most eloquent and beautiful way’ BUZZFEED 

‘Deeply felt . . . gem-like sentences’ OCEAN VUONG,  
AUTHOR OF ON EARTH WE’RE BRIEFLY GORGEOUS

JEFF ZENTNER came to writing through music, starting out as a guitarist and singer-songwriter. 
He’s released five albums and appeared on recordings with Iggy Pop, Nick Cave, and Debbie Harry. 
He lives in Nashville, Tennessee.
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Jointly written by Amnesty International and Angelina Jolie 
with Geraldine Van Bueren QC

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS  
AND CLAIM THEM   
Based on the UN Convention of the Rights 
of the Child, Know Your Rights and Claim 
Them gives young people the knowledge and 
tools to claim their rights. It introduces them 
and explains why they matter in the real 
world. From gender and racial equality, to 
the rights to free expression, health, a clean 
climate and a sustainable environment.

This book celebrates the difference young 
activists have made in every corner of the 
world, and shows young people how to 
challenge injustice wherever they may find it. 
It presents expert advice on peaceful 
protest, raising awareness at school and in 
the community, campaigning and getting 
those in power to listen, plus vital guidance 
on safety, digital security and mental health.

‘Children are the future. This is the perfect book for young people who care about the 
world and want to make a difference’ GRETA THUNBERG

‘We can stand up for our rights once we understand them. This book is a guide for every 
child and young person who believes in liberty, equality and a better world for all’ 

MALALA YOUSAFZAI

THREE BULLETS
Britain in the near future is torn apart by civil war. The 
south has fallen to the Bloods, white supremacists bent 
on recreating the country in their own image. 
Everywhere, bombs fall, bullets fly. Refugees urgently 
flee to safety. Many more are being imprisoned and 
brainwashed.  
 
Marti may hold the key to freeing them. All she needs 
to do is make one journey into enemy territory. One 
problem: she’s everything the Bloods hate. 

JUNK: 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Junk is a powerful, unflinching novel about a group of 
teenagers caught in the grip of heroin addiction. Once 
you take a hit, you will never be the same again.  
 
Winner of the Carnegie Medal, Guardian Fiction Prize 
and YA Book Prize Special Achievement Award.  
 
With a foreword by Malorie Blackman

Melvin Burgess
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‘Everyone should read Junk’ THE TIMES

‘Melvin Burgess is one of  the founding fathers of  
modern teen fiction’ JUNO DAWSON
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